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STATE OF INDIANA )  

 ) SS: 

COUNTY OF VANDERBURGH )  

 

                                                                         IN THE VANDERBURGH CIRCUIT COURT 

 

JULIE GREENBANK, )  

                                              Plaintiff, )  

 )  

                       v. ) Cause No.  

 )  

GREAT AMERICAN ASSURANCE 

COMPANY, 

                                                Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPLAINT 

 

Comes now the Plaintiff, Julie Greenbank (“Julie”), by counsel, and for her Complaint 

against the Defendant, Great American Assurance Company (“Defendant”), alleges and states: 

I. Parties, Jurisdiction, and Venue 

1. Julie is a resident of Vanderburgh County, Indiana. 

2. Great American Assurance Company is an Ohio corporation with its principal place 

of business at 301 E. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 

3. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant per Trial Rule 4.4(A) as 

Defendant conducts business in Indiana, contracted to insure property and a risk within Indiana, 

and caused injury and property damage in Indiana.    

4. Venue is proper in this Court per Trial Rule 75(A). 

II. Factual Allegations 

5. In September 2017, Julie purchased a horse, Awesome At This (a/k/a barn name, 

Thomas) (“Thomas”), an American Saddlebred gelding for $500,000. 
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6. At all relevant times herein, Defendant was in the business of providing equine 

mortality insurance, including major medical and surgery coverage endorsements. 

7. At all relevant times herein, Defendant represented to customers and potential 

customers that it provides expert insurance coverage to protect an owner’s ongoing investment in 

a horse.  

8. At all relevant times herein, Defendant represented to customers and potential 

customers that it is one of the world’s leading providers of equine mortality insurance and related 

coverages. 

9. At all relevant times herein, Defendant represented to customers and potential 

customers that it is staffed with equine experts, including those relating to show horses.   

10. At all relevant times herein, Defendant represented to customers and potential 

customers that clients who elect full mortality insurance coverage can also obtain major medical 

and other insurance endorsements that can be useful in protecting the horse owner’s investment. 

11. Effective September 28, 2017, Julie, as the named insured, purchased an equine 

mortality insurance policy, with a major medical endorsement and a guaranteed renewal 

endorsement, on Thomas from Defendant (the “Policy”).  A true and accurate copy of the Policy 

is attached hereto as Exhibit “A.” 

12. As part of the Policy application process, Thomas underwent and passed a 

veterinarian examination. 

13. Julie submitted the Policy application which disclosed Thomas’ $500,000 purchase 

price and sought coverage in the amount of $500,000. 

14. The Policy application specified the “exact use” of Thomas as a “show” horse. 
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15. Defendant rated and based the amount of the Policy premium on Thomas being a 

show horse with a value of $500,000. 

16. Based on said rating, Defendant issued the Policy to Julie and Defendant set the 

Policy premium at $14,250.00, and Julie timely paid it. 

17. The Policy mortality coverage was for Thomas’ full purchase price of $500,000, 

and identified the insured specified use as a “show” horse. 

18. The initial one year term of the Policy expired on September 29, 2018. 

19. However, the Policy included, and Julie paid for, a Guaranteed Renewal 

Endorsement subject to certain conditions.  

20. The Policy’s Guaranteed Renewal Endorsement provided, in relevant part, that the 

Policy would be renewed year-to-year, subject to certain conditions. 

21. In February 2018, Thomas began showing signs of a medical issue and Thomas’ 

trainer, Chuck Herbert of Cedarwood Farm in Evansville, Indiana (the “Trainer”), sought an 

assessment from veterinarian, Dr. Raymond Stone of Stone Ridge Equine Care, LLC, in 

Evansville, Indiana (“Dr. Stone”). 

22. Trainer is an experienced trainer of horses with over 40 years of experience, a 

veterinary technologist with a degree from Purdue University, and he owns a facility in Evansville, 

Indiana, which trains multiple horses. 

23. Dr. Stone graduated from Auburn University College of Veterinary Medicine in 

1987 and is a highly regarded and experienced licensed veterinarian with an equine practice. 

24. Julie sought and obtained reasonable and appropriate medical care for Thomas, 

including seeking the expert opinion of Dr. Stone. 
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25. Within a reasonable period of time and within the Policy period, Defendant was 

advised as to Thomas’ medical condition. 

26. Defendant thereafter requested information from Julie, Trainer and Dr. Stone as to 

Thomas’ medical condition. 

27. As a result of the medical and related care provided by Dr. Stone and Trainer, 

Thomas’ condition initially improved. 

28. However, in May and early June 2018, Thomas’ condition deteriorated, including 

significant weight loss and muscle atrophy. 

29. On June 7, 2018, Trainer advised Julie that he believed Thomas’ condition was 

such that Thomas should be humanely euthanized. 

30. Upon information and belief, on or about June 8, 2018, Trainer and Dr. Stone 

discussed Thomas’ condition and Dr. Stone contacting Defendant regarding Thomas’ condition 

and that Thomas be humanely euthanized. 

31. Upon information and belief, on June 8, 2018, Dr. Stone informed Defendant of 

Thomas’ deteriorating condition and the need for his humane destruction. 

32. On June 8, 2018, Julie received a call from Defendant advising that Defendant 

wanted a second opinion for Thomas’ humane destruction, Defendant was taking control of 

Thomas and his treatment, requiring Thomas to be immediately removed from his show barn, and 

giving Julie the option to take Thomas to Dr. Stone’s equine facility, a local equine medical clinic 

or to Hagyard Equine Medical Institute in Lexington, Kentucky (“Hagyard”). 

33. Upon information and belief, Trainer was contacted by Defendant on June 8, 2018, 

and told that Defendant was taking over control of Thomas and his treatment per the terms of the 

Policy and demanded that Thomas be immediately transported to Hagyard. 
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34. Upon information and belief, Trainer communicated to Defendant of Thomas’ 

deteriorated condition and that he be allowed to take Thomas to Dr. Stone’s equine medical facility 

which is within one mile of the trainer’s facility. 

35. Upon information and belief, Defendant initially agreed to allow Thomas to be 

immediately transported to Dr. Stone’s facility in Evansville, Indiana. 

36. Upon information and belief, Defendant contacted Dr. Nathan Slovis at Hagyard 

and requested that he assume Thomas’ treatment. 

37. Upon information and belief and despite Defendant’s communication to Julie and 

Trainer that Thomas could be transported to Dr. Stone’s equine medical facility, Defendant 

directed Dr. Slovis to advise Dr. Stone to not treat Thomas and Defendant then required Thomas 

to be immediately transported to the Hagyard facility in Lexington, Kentucky. 

38. Defendant invoked a purported Policy provision that allowed it to assume control 

over Thomas’ treatment and to remove Thomas for treatment. 

39. The authorized humane destruction of Thomas is a covered loss under the Policy. 

40. Thomas should have been humanely euthanized on June 8, 2018, and Julie paid on 

a mortality loss covered under the Policy. 

41. Despite those most knowledgeable of Thomas’ condition recommending his 

humane destruction, Defendant exercised control over Thomas and his treatment and Defendant 

began a course of radical, controversial and enduring medical treatment which subjected Thomas 

to excessive suffering so as to avoid payment of a covered loss under the Policy.  

42. After Thomas was cruelly transported to Hagyard in a deteriorated condition, his 

health continued to decline and he contracted Staph Aureus, which is indicative of hospital 

acquired Methicillin Resistant Staph Aureus, and received numerous lavages for a chest abscess. 
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43. At all times on and after June 8, 2018, Defendant has solely directed control over 

and the care and treatment of Thomas. 

44. When Defendant took possession and control over Thomas and his treatment, 

Thomas was a show horse with an investment value of $500,000.   

45. On June 11, 2018, Defendant authorized a Hagyard medical facility veterinarian to 

perform a show career ending tenectomy on Thomas’ right rear leg without Julie’s consent or 

authorization.   

46. The tenectomy involves cutting a tendon to Thomas’ hoof and is a controversial 

salvage procedure.  

47. A tenectomy would leave Thomas in a physical condition in which he could never 

be a show horse again.   

48. Upon information and belief, Dr. Stone called Dr. Slovis to communicate with him 

regarding the tenectomy and to request that Hagyard pursue alternative medical treatment to the 

tenectomy. 

49. Upon information and belief, Dr. Slovis never returned Dr. Stone’s call. 

50. Upon information and belief, Trainer communicated with Hagyard requesting that 

the tenectomy not be performed on Thomas and noted other medical opinions that it not be 

performed and Trainer requested other medical alternatives.  

51. Defendant ignored Julie’s requests that the tenectomy not be performed and that 

other alternatives be considered, but Defendant told Julie on June 11, 2018, that she was obligated 

to accept such treatment under the Policy. 

52. On June 11, 2018, Defendant authorized a Hagyard veterinarian to and such 

veterinarian did perform a tenectomy on Thomas’ right rear leg without authorization or consent 
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from Julie, expressly contrary to Julie’s request and without consideration for protecting Julie’s 

investment. 

53. Defendant exercised control of Thomas in a manner other than to which Julie 

consented and the Policy required to protect Julie’s investment, and Defendant created a false 

impression in Julie and failed to correct a false impression in Julie.  

54. As a result of the tenectomy, Thomas’ career as a show horse is over and his 

investment value is now $0. 

55. Upon information and belief, Defendant has spent as much as $100,000 or more in 

unreasonable medical treatment on Thomas for the sole purpose of avoiding payment of a covered 

mortality loss under the Policy. 

56. On September 20, 2018, Defendant advised Julie that it would not renew the Policy 

per the Guaranteed Renewal Endorsement “as a result of your failure to provide immediate notice 

of Thomas’ illness or disease . . . .”  A true and accurate copy of said communication is attached 

hereto as Exhibit “B.”  

57. Defendant advised Julie that is had unilaterally determined to renew the Policy for 

a period of sixty (60) days, from September 28, 2018 to November 27, 2018. 

58. Julie sought to renew the Policy under the Guaranteed Renewal Endorsement and 

she timely submitted payment by check to renew the Policy. 

59. Defendant cashed Julie’s check but then issued a refund in an amount apparently 

covering the cost for ten months of renewal coverage which Defendant had refused.   

60. Defendant knowingly, intentionally, recklessly or negligently damaged Julie’s 

investment in order to avoid paying a covered mortality loss under the Policy. 
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61. As of the date of filing this Complaint, Defendant continues to maintain possession 

and control of Thomas and his treatment continues at Hagyard. 

62. Despite representing that Defendant would provide insurance to protect Julie’s 

investment in Thomas, Defendant undertook an unreasonable and radical course of medical 

treatment to avoid paying a covered mortality loss under the Policy and in a manner contrary to 

protecting Julie’s $500,000 investment in Thomas as a show horse. 

63. Defendant has in bad faith denied a covered mortality loss, wrongfully terminated 

and refused to renew the Policy, and despite controlling Thomas and his treatment for nearly seven 

months, has in bad faith claimed that Julie breached the Policy by not timely giving notice of 

Thomas’ condition.   

64. Defendant has, in bad faith and solely to avoid a covered Policy loss, ignored expert 

recommendation to humanely euthanize Thomas, undertaken unauthorized radical surgery to 

render Julie’s investment worthless, and pursued radical, unreasonable and cruel medical treatment 

to extend Thomas’ life beyond the Policy period so as to avoid payment on a covered mortality 

loss under the Policy.   

65. Defendant knowingly, intentionally, recklessly or negligently damaged Julie’s 

investment. 

66. Defendant’s actions were not reasonable, were inconsistent with protecting Julie’s 

investment, were contrary to its duties and obligations under the Policy and Indiana law, and were 

solely to avoid paying a legitimate covered mortality loss under the Policy. 

67. Upon information and belief, Defendant will seek to tender Thomas back to Julie 

once the Defendant’s unilateral renewal of the Policy period expires on November 27, 2018, and 
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will return Julie’s investment worth $500,000 on the day Defendant took control of Thomas with 

an investment that is now worthless. 

68. Defendant did accept and pay Julie’s claim for a major medical event on Thomas 

under the Policy’s $10,000 major medical endorsement under a reservation of rights and Defendant 

continues an “investigation” to presumably find a baseless reason to ultimately deny such claim 

and seek the return of the claim proceeds. 

III. Claims for Relief 

Count I – Breach of Contract 

69. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint. 

70. The Policy is an enforceable contract. 

71. Julie timely performed all duties and obligations under the Policy.   

72. As a result of Defendant’s actions and inactions, Defendant has breached the 

Policy.  

73. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breach of the Policy, Julie has 

suffered damages. 

74. The Policy is a standard adhesion insurance contract of Defendant. 

75. The Policy is strictly construed against Defendant as the insurer. 

Count II – Bad Faith 

76. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint. 

77. Defendant owed a duty to deal in good faith and to deal fairly with Julie as to the 

Policy.   
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78. As a result of Defendant’s actions and inactions, Defendant breached said duties to 

Julie. 

79. Defendant acted with dishonest purpose, moral obliquity, furtive design, or ill will 

and acted in its sole interest to avoid paying a covered loss under the Policy. 

80. Defendant acted with conscious wrongdoing and knowingly failed to protect Julie’s 

investment and rendered such investment worthless so that Defendant could avoid paying a 

covered loss and terminate the Policy. 

81. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s bad faith actions and inactions, 

Julie has been damaged. 

82. Defendant acted maliciously, fraudulently, willfully and wantonly with conscience 

disregard for probable injury or with gross negligence or oppressiveness, thereby justifying an 

award of punitive damages.   

Count III – Theft 

83. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint.   

84. Defendant knowingly or intentionally exerted unauthorized control over property 

of Julie with intent to deprive her of part of its value or use. 

85. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s actions, Julie has been damaged. 

86. Defendant’s actions constitute theft under I.C. 35-43-4-2. 

87. As a result of Defendant’s violation of I.C. 35-43-4-2, Julie is entitled to relief under 

I.C. 34-24-3-1, including treble damages, expenses and attorneys’ fees. 
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Count IV – Conversion 

88. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint. 

89. Defendant knowingly or intentionally exerted unauthorized control over property 

of Julie. 

90. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s actions, Julie has been damaged. 

91. Defendant’s actions constitute criminal conversion under I.C. 35-43-4-3. 

92. As a result of Defendant’s violation of I.C. 35-43-4-3, Julie is entitled to relief under 

I.C. 34-24-3-1, including treble damages, expenses and attorneys’ fees. 

Count V – Criminal Mischief 

93. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint. 

94. Defendant recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally damaged property of Julie 

without her consent. 

95. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s actions, Julie has been damaged. 

96. Defendant’s actions constitute criminal mischief under I.C. 35-43-1-2. 

97. As a result of Defendant’s violation of I.C. 35-43-1-2, Julie is entitled to relief under 

I.C. 34-24-3-1, including treble damages, expenses and attorneys’ fees. 

Count VI – Fraud 

98. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint.  

99. Defendant, with intent to defraud Julie, damaged her property.  

100. Defendant’s actions constitute fraud under I.C. 35-43-5-4. 
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101. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s actions, Julie has been damaged. 

102. As a result of Defendant’s violation of I.C. 35-43-5-4, Julie is entitled to relief under 

I.C. 34-24-3-1, including treble damages, expenses and attorneys’ fees. 

Count VII – Common Law Conversion 

103. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint. 

104. Defendant knowingly or intentionally exerted unauthorized control over property 

of Julie. 

105. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s actions, Julie has been damaged. 

106. Defendant acted maliciously, fraudulently, willfully and wantonly with conscience 

disregard for probable injury or with gross negligence or oppressiveness, thereby justifying an 

award of punitive damages. 

Count VIII – Negligence 

107. Julie re-alleges, as though fully set forth herein, all allegations and matters 

contained in paragraphs 1 to 68 of this Complaint.   

108. Defendant owed and/or assumed a duty to Julie to use reasonable care to protect 

Julie’s investment in Thomas while in Defendant’s possession, to act in Julie’s best interest and to 

not take action contrary to Julie’s interests so as to damage Julie’s property. 

109. Defendant’s actions and inactions breached said duty. 

110. As a direct and proximate cause of Defendant’s breach of duty, Julie has been 

damaged. 

WHEREFORE, Julie prays for the following applicable and/or alternative relief: 

a. Judgment against Defendant in an amount to compensate Julie for her damages; 
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b. Punitive damages; 

c. Damages, expenses, costs, and attorneys’ fees under I. C. 34-24-3-1; 

d. Injunctive relief for compliance, payment and/or continuation under the Policy; 

e. Pre-judgment and post-judgment interest;  

f. Costs of this action; and 

g. All other just, proper and/or available relief under law. 

 DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Julie demands a trial by jury on all the issues so triable. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

s/ Robert L. Burkart                                                          

Patrick A. Shoulders #308-82 

Robert L. Burkart #16664-82 

Clifford R. Whitehead #28836-49 

ZIEMER STAYMAN WEITZEL & SHOULDERS, LLP 

20 N. W. First Street 

P. O. Box 916 

Evansville, IN 47706 

Tel. No. (812) 424-7575 

Fax No. (812) 421-5089 

Email: pshoulders@zsws.com   

rburkart@zsws.com 

cwhitehead@zsws.com 

 

Attorneys for the Plaintiff.    

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH ADMINISTRATIVE RULE 9(G) 

I hereby certify that the foregoing or attached Court Record or document complies with the 

requirements of Trial Rule 5(G) with regard to information excluded from the public record under 

Administrative Rule 9(G).   

 

 

s/ Robert L. Burkart                                                          

Robert L. Burkart 
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